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insert"); db.delete("mytable", "mycolumn=1", null); Log.i("db", "before delete"); cv = new
ContentValues(); cv.put("mycolumn", myval2); db.insert("mytable", null, cv); Log.i("db", "after
delete"); Here is what I get: before insert before delete A: You have to clear the first insert with
delete because insert will insert the new row with the same column value. db.delete("mytable",
"mycolumn=1", null); ContentValues cv = new ContentValues(); cv.clear(); cv.put("mycolumn",
myval1); db.insert("mytable", null, cv); After clear the cv value. Officers have been called to two
local schools in recent weeks after a number of pupils have been left traumatised after their
encounters with the homeless. West London neighbour Wendy Cartledge, 50, described the increase
in mental health incidents at local primary schools as "pitiful". She said: "I think it's pitiful that
children are having to go through this when I'm raising my children, and my grandchildren are
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(with additional costs depending on the country) and 2 copies of each passport, filled by the
consulate/embassy where you apply for the visa. What to consider A visa required by the EU will
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upon receipt of a certified translation of your passport and a declaration of purpose by a competent
authority. You may also apply in Switzerland directly, but you must bear in mind that such visas will
take longer to process as they will be issued only if there are no more consular officers available, or
if there are only a few consular officers available, or if the visiting consular
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